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Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit : the original language
-Johannes BRONKHORST, Switzerland
Languages in which the sacred texts of religious traditions
have been composed and preserved tend to be looked upon as more
. than ordinary languages. This is not only true of India. Hebrew has
. been considered the original language by Christians and Jews alike l .
This view, which in the case of the Jews is already attested before
the beginning of our era, for the Christians of course somewhat
later, survivedright into the 19th century 2. A similar view was held
by at least some Moslems with respect to Arabic. the language of the
Koran and therefore of Allah himself. this in spite of the fact that the
.. composition of the Koran can be dated very precisely in historical
and relatively recent times3.
In India the followers of the Vedic tradition have always
kept Sanskrit, the language of the Veda. in high regard. Sanskrit is
the only correct language. other languages being incorrect. Pataiijali's
Vya.karapa-Mahabha~ya (ca. 150 B.C.E.). in its first chapter called
Paspasahnika. distinguishes clearly between correct and
incorrect words. pointing out that many incorrect words correspond
to each correct word;. besides correct gauh there are many incorrect
synonyms: gavi. gopi. gota, gopotaJiki, etc·. There are various

1.

Borst. 1957-63: 147 f. etc. (for an enumeration of the pages dealing with
.the subject see p. 1946 n. 204); Scholem, 1957: 19. 146; Katz. 1982 :
43-88.
2. Borst, 1957-63: 1696; see also Olender, 1989.
3. Mounin. 1985: 117; Borst. 1957-63: 337 f., 352 f.; Kopf. 1956: 55 f.;
Loucel. 1963-64.
Bhiiyirpso'pasabdap. alpiyal!lsa[l §abda iti. Ekaikasya hi sabdasya bahavo 'pabhrarpsap. Tadyatha gaur ity asya sabdasya gavi, gopi gota
gopotaliketyadayo bahavo'pabhraf!lsap- Vyiikarapamahabh~ya of Pataiijali
[Navahnikam]. (Chaukhambha Sanskrit Sansthan, Varanllsi, 1990) p.20,
also see p.33.- (editor)
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reasons for using correct words only, the most important being that
this produces virtue (dharma) and benefit (abhyudaya)*. Correct
words are in fact used in many texts and regions: Pataiijali mentions
the earth with its seven continents and the three worlds, which
shows that for him Sanskrit is the language of the universe* .
Sanskrit is also eternal. The reasons adduced to prove this may seem
primitive to us. but they leave no doubt as to Pataiijali's convictions .
Someone who needs a pot, he points out, goes to a potter and has
one made; someone who needs words, on the other hand, does not
go to a grammarian to have them made l . Some later authors refer to
Sanskrit as the language of the gods (daivi va!)· . Among them is
Bharqhari (Va!yapadiya 1.182). who adds that this divine language
has been corrupted by incompetent speakers2. The Mimimsakas and
. others. too, claim without hesitation that the Vedic texts, and
therefore also their language, are eternal. I limit myself here to a
quotation from Kumarila Bhatta's Slokavarttika, which states} "For
us the word go ('cow') is eternal: and people have an idea of the cow
from such vu.l~ar deformations of it as gavi. etc .• only when it
follows the origmal [correct] word (go); and such comprehensicn is
due to the incapability [of the speaker to utter ... the original correct
form_?f .the word]. = !he exampl~ is t~e sam~ as the one given by
PatanJah, but Kumarlla adds a dImenSIOn WhICh we do not find in
the Mahabha~ya: the original word is go. and gavi is nothing more

*

Evam ihapi yady apy apasabdajiiine 'dharmas tathapi yas tv asau sabdajiiane
dharma.s tena ea sa do~o nirghanisyate bhriyasa cibhyudayeaa yogo
bhavi~yati. ibid p.57 (editor.)
.
§abdasya prayogavi~aya{1. Saptildvipa vilsumati, trayo lokiih, catviiro
* Mahan
veda{1.siirigiih sarahllsyii bahudhii bhinnii ....... ' ibid p.52. (edior) .
1. Cpo Ibn Faris' remark: "lIne nous est point parvenu que queIque tribu
ar,a~e. dans une ep,?que proche. de la notre, se soit mise d'accord pour
deSIgner quelque objet que ce Salt. en formant une convention a son sujet."
(tr. Loucel, 1963-64: IT: 257.)
* SaIpsKrtarp nama daivi vag anviikhyiitii milhar~ibhi{1/
Bhamahah : Kivyadar§ah. 1.33 ab//
2. A closely similar observation occurs in Bhartrhari's commentary on the
¥a.hibh~~!a_ ('Dipika), Ah!,1ika I p~ 16 1. 29 __ p. 17 1. 1: anye manyante/
lyarp daJvJ viik/ sa tu puru~asak.ter aJasyiid va prakirpi/. See also Tripathi,
1986: 88.
3. SIV. Sabdanityatadhik.lIapa. 276:
gosabde 'vasthite 'smikaf!l tadasak.tijakiriti/
gavyader api gobuddhir mriiasabdanusiripi//Tr. Jha.
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than a corruption of itl. Helirija, commenting on Vakyapadiya
3.3.30~ is even more explicit when he states that in an earlier. era
(purikalpe) language was free from corruptions 2. He follows here
the ancient Vrtti on Vikyapadiya 1.182 (146)3. [The much later
author Annarhbhalta. interestingly. holds the view that not only
Sanskrit. but also other languages -like that of the Yavanas - were
created by God in the beginning.]4
· ..
Brahmanism continued to use the language of its sacred
texts. The same is true of Theravada Buddhism, whose sacred
language; at present known by the name Pali, is called Magadhi by
. the Buddhists themselvesS. MagadhL we read in Buddhaghosa's
· Visuddhimagga, is the original language (miilabhasa) of all living
, beings, the natural form of expression (sabhavanirutti)6. The
· Sammohavinodini, commentary to the Vibharlga of the
Abhidhammapitaka, ascribes the following opinion to a monk called
Tissadatta: 7 "[Suppose] the mother is a Damili. the father an

1.

Kumirila does not exclude the possibility that certai,n words: which are not
(no longer?) in use among the Aryas because the objects dc:slg.nated are not
'familiar to them, survive among the Mlecchas; see Tantravarttika on 1.3.10.
2. Ed. Iyer p. 143 1. 14: purahlpe 'nrtidibhir ivapabhrlllilSair api rahita vag
bid ...
3.' Ed. Iyer p. 233-34: purakalpc sva§arirajyoti~ar!l ll~allu~ya{larp
yathaivinrtadibhir asarikir{la vag asit tatha sarvau apabhrarnsaip. See also p.
229 1. 1: sabdaprakrtir apabhrmiISap. and Iyer. 1964.
4. See Uddyotana I
90-91: vastula isvarepa smyidiv arth:1viSe~avat
, §abdavise~i api smi eva .. ./ n~ hi tadanirp _s~rpsJqtam ~va S[naI?! n~
bhisintaram lty atra minam astJ, tattadyavanadlsr~!aU tadlyabha~aya apl
tadinim eva srstatvit/ na hi te~irn api prathamarp sarpsJqtenaiva vyavahirap
palcid apabh;aipsariipabh~ipravrttir iri kalpaniyilp rninam uti/.
S. HinUber, 1977; 1986: 20.
'6. Vism p. 373 1. 30-31; see also Saddaniti p. 632 1.4.
._
,7. Vibh-a p. 3871. 29- p', 388 1. 7: miti ~~mili rita ~ndhak0t ~esarr Jato
dirako sace mitu katha!!l palhama'll supatJ darl1JJa.bha~al!l b~asJssati! sace
pitu katharp paltamar!l sU{lati andlwkab/l~Sa1!l. bhasJ~sat~ ubhmna!!l PJ p~~a
katharp asu{lanto magadhabhisarp _bhasJssari/. yo PJ. agamake mahaarlll!.ne
nibbatto tattha anno kathento nama natthl so PJ attano dhammataya
vacanarp samuUhapento magadhabhasalll eva bhas,iss~ti/ niraye
tiracchanayoniyarp pettivisaye Illanussalo~e devaloke tJ sabbatth~
migadhabhisi
va
ussanna/
tarrha
. sesa
o!laJdritaandhakayonakadanJi1a_bhis~diki a}!hirasa bh~i parivattan..t~ ayam
ev' eki yathibhuccabrahmavoharaarlyavoharasarpkhata magadhabhasa va na

p.
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Andhaka. Their [newly] born child, if it hears first the speech of the
mother, it will speak the language of the Dami!as. If it hears first the
speech of the father, it will speak the language of the Andhakas. But
it it doesn't hear the speech of either of them. it will speak the
language of the Magadhas. Also someone who is born in a big
jungle. devoid of villages. where no one else speaks, he too will by
his own nature start to produce words and speak this same language
of the Magadhas 1.. In hell. among the animals. in the realm of
ghosts. in the world of men and in the world of gods. everywhere
this same language of the Migadhas is preponder;mt. The remaining
eighteen languages - ana, Kirata, Andhaka. Yon aka, Damila. etc. undergo change in these [realms]. Only this language of the
Magadhas, rightly called language of Brahma and aryan language.
does not change."
The Mohavicchedani. which dates from the 12th - 13th
century. goes to the extent of stating that all other languages are
derived from Magadhi2:
"It (Le .• Magadhi) was first predominant in the hells and in
the world of men and that of the gods. And afterwards the regional
languages such as Andhaka, Yon aka, Damila., etc., as well as the
eighteen great languages. Sanskrit, etc., arose out of it."

The Theravada Buddhists considered Magadhi, i.e .• Pili, the
original language of all living beings. Not surprisingly, the Jains
reserved this privilege for the language of their sacred texts. viz.
Ardha-Magadhi. This position finds already expression in the
Ardha-Migadhi canon. The Aupapatika Siitra (56) states3:

1.

2.

3.

parivattati/. Cf. HinUber, 1977: 239 f. Similarly Patu-a I, p. 5, 1. 27 ff.
My wife. Joy Manne, drew my attention to this passage.
The idea that children who grow up without others. will speak the original
language is not unknown to the West; see Borst, 1957-63: 800,870, 10S0,
etc. Experiments were carried out in order to identify the original language;
Borst. 1957-63: 39 (Psammetichus, cf. Katz, 1982: 54), 756 (Frederick IT),
1010-11 (Jacob IV, 1473-1513), etc. (See p. 1942 n. 191 for further cases.)
Mohavicchedani p. 186 1. 14 f.. cited in HinUber. 1977: 241: si (Sc.
Miigadhi) va apiyesu manusse devaloke c'eva palhamBrp ussanni/ pacchi ca
fato andhak,1yonakadarnilididesabhiisi c'eva sakb!idiaUhirasOllllahibhisi COl
nibatti/.
bhagavarp mahBvire ... savvabhBsi{lugami{lic sarassaie joyapanihiri{lB
saIe{larp addhamigahie bhasac bhiisai ... sa vi ya {larp addharnigaha bhisi
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"With a voice that extends over a yojana. Lord Mahivira
speaks in the Ardha-Magadhi language. a speech which is in
accordanc~ with all languages. That Ardha-Magadhi language
changes into the own language of all those. both ilyas and nonaryas." The Viyihapa.ppatti adds that "the gods speak ArdhaMigadhi"l. We find the same position repeated in a work by a Jain
author of the 11th century. N amisidhu. Interestingly. N amisidhu
. writes in Sanskrit, no longer in Prakrit. His commentary on
Rudrata's Kiivyila1ikira. 2.12 contains the following explanation of
the word Pr8.1qta.: 2

.'
",p;.iikrta': The natural functi~n of language. common to all
. men of this world and not beautified by [the rules of] grammar etc.,
. this is the basis (pra.krt1). That which is in this [basis]. or that [basis]
.itself is [called] Priikrta.3. Alternatively. Prikrta is priik krta 'what
·has been made before' on the basis of the statement 'it has been
established in the Jain canon (iir~ava.ca.na.. lit. words of the r~is) that
Ardha-Magadhi is the· speech of the gods' and other statements.
[Prakrit] is said to be a language easy to understand for children and
women, the origin of all languages. Like the water released by a
cloud, it has but one form, yet, once differences have entered
because of the difference between regions and because of
beautificatipn, it acquires 'the later distinctions between Sanskrit and
.. the other languages. This is why the author of our treatise (Le.
Rudrat a) has mentioned 'Prakrit at the beginning, and after that
. Sanskrit etc."

tesiqJ savvesiqJ iriyanwp8riyapa1!l appapo sabhasae pariparne{1ar!l pariparnai.
Leumann. 1883: 61; cited in Norman. 1976: 17; 1980: 66. Similar rl':marks
at Samaviya 34: Viy (ed. Natha~al) ?.33.~4~.
_
.
1. . Viy 5.4.24: devi {1al!J addhamagahae bhasae bhasal!JtJ. Cf. Deleu. 1970:
108.
2. Namisadhu p. 31; cited in Nitti-Dolci, 1938: 159: prikrteti/
sakalajagajjantliniJ?l . vyakaraIJidib.hir . alli~ita~aliJSkir,~p. sahajo
vaeanavyipirap prakrtlP/ !atra_ bh_a,::~m_s~lva v~ pr~rt~m/ _srISavayafle
siddbam devinam addhamsgalJa bSIJl JtyadlVacanad va prik purvarp lqtarp
prilqtaip bilallla~iladisll~odllil1!~ Si~ka1a~hiJinibandha!l~.bhiita!p vae~naf!1
Deyate! lIleghl1nIrmuktaJal~lIl !vaikasvarllp,;J!p ~ad eva ,:a de~av..l§e~a.t
sariJskirakaranic ca sanJisadJtavJ§e~a!p sat sarnsJqtadyuttaravJbhedan apnoti!
ala eva sistraiqri prilqtam id?u nirdi~!an.]/ tad;Jnu saliJ~!'rti~ini!
_
3. A similar argument is found in the Vrtl1 on Bhar4har1 s Vikyapadlya, and
in the latter's Mahibh~yadipikii; see below.
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We see that Namisadhu goes to the extent of considering
Ardha-Magadhi the predecessor of Sanskrit, from which the latter
has been derived. It is also clear from this passage that Namisadhu,
who wrote in Sanskrit. took this idea from his sacred texts, which
themselves were still composed in Ardha-Magadhi.
We have seen that both the Theravada Buddhists and the
Jains believed t~a~ the l~nguage of their sacred texts was the original
l~nguage of.all hvrng berngs. Both went to the extent of claiming that
als? ~anskrIt ha~ descended fr.o~ th.eir respective original language.
ThiS IS not particularly surprIsmg 10 the case of the Theravadins,
who went on using their original language. The lains, on the other
hand, shifted to ~anskrit. Potentially this was very embarrassing for
them. For by domg so they abandoned their original language. in
order to turn to the very language which the rival Brahmins claimed
to be original and eternal.
The example of Namisadhu shows that the later Jains based
their conviction on statements dating from he time when ArdhaMagadhi was still in use. This is of interest because the Jains who
used Sanskrit were in a position closely similar to that of those
Buddhists who used Sanskrit but whose sacred texts were. at least
partly, in Hybrid Sanskrit. A crucial difference. however. is that, to
my k~o~ledge, no Hybrid .S~nskrit text claim~.to be composed in
the orlgrnallanguage of alllivmg beings.
. Before we consider the question how the Buddhists
explamed .the use of Hybrid Sanskrit in their sacred texts. we must
return once more to the language of the Veda. I stated earlier that the
Brahmins continued to use the language of the Veda, but this is of
. course not completely true. Vedic differs in various respects from
the classical language. and indeed much of Vedic literature did not
fail to become unintelligible even to speakers of Sanskrit. This
problem was already acute in the time of Yaska, one of the aims of
whose Nirukta. is precisely to find the meaning of unknown Vedic
v.:ords. W~ also know that aJJ:eady Pal)ini. who may antedate Yaska.
gives an Incomplete analYSIS of the Vedic verb. Both the Vedic
Brahm~ns and the Buddhists whose sacred texts were in Hybrid
SanskrIt found themselves therefore in closely similar situations.
Both of them used classical Sanskrit, whereas their sacred texts had
been preserved in languages that. t~ough related to classical
Sanskrit. were in many respects clearly different from it.
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The Vedic Brahmins solved this problem by denying its
existence. This is particularly clear from the well-known refutati~n
of Kautsa in the Nirukta (1.15-16). Kautsa claimed that the Vedlc
. mantras have no meaning. Among the reasons he adduces the most
important one for our purposes is that they are unintelligible l . To
illustrate this Kautsa cites a number of obscure Vedic forms.
Yiska's reply is categorical: 2
.
"IUs no deficiency of the post that a blind man does not see
it; the deficiency lies with the man."
. Vedic is therefore a form of Sanskrit that uses words and
. verbal forms that are not in common use in classical Sanskrit~ that is
not however the fault of the Vedic language. but rather of the person
·..who is content not to employ those forms. For essentially, the words
of Vedic and of classical Sanskrit are identical.3
A similar discussion occurs in the Mimarhsa Sutra and
Sabara Bha~ya.4 Here too we are reassured that the sentencemeaning in Vedic is no different from classical Sanskrit5• and that
"the meaning is there~ only there is ignorance of it".6
The repetition of this discussion in the basic work of
Mimarilsa shows how important it was for Brahmanism to
emphasize the continuity - or rather: essential identity - between
Nir 1.15: athapy avjspa~!arthi bllavanti.
Nir 1.16: yatho etad avispa~!iirtllii bhavantiti nai~a sthiiIJor aparadho yad
enam andho na pasyati pllru~aparidhah sa bhavati.
3.. Nir 1.16: arthavantllh sabdasalllanyat.
4. MiS 1.2.31-45 (31-53): pp. 48-69 in the Anandasrama edition, pp. 74-86 in
Jha's translation.
5. MiS 1.2.32 (siddhanta)/40: avjsi~!as ru vakyartha{l. Cpo also MiS 1.3.30
prayogacodanibhaviid arlhaikatv'Jn) avibhiigiil. which Clooney (1990: 133)
translates:
.
, "(A word used in ordinary and Vedic contexts) has the same O1ean~ng
. both because they are not differentiated: for there are no (special)
m
injuncti~ns in regard to the usage (prayoga) of words."
._
Biardeau (1964: 84) translates the frrst compound of thls sutra:
"(Sinon), il ny aurait pas d'injonclion de quelque chose a faire. "
6. MiS 1.2.41/49: satalJ paT:1l1l avijiianam. Tr. Jha.

1.
2.
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Vedic and classical Sanskrit. Bccause the two are identical, there is
no need to state that one of them is the original. eternal language, and
the other a development of the former. In fact, both are orioinal and
eter~al, bec~use they t~get~er c~lDstitute one and the same l~nguage .
(Thls explams how Yaska s NlIukta 2.2 can derive Vedic primary
nouns from classical verbal roots, and classical nouns from Vedic
roots.)
The situation of the Vedic Brahmins was in many respects
parallel to th~t of tho.se Buddh~sts who used Sanskrit but preserved
sacred .texts 10 HybrId SanskrIt. ~nd the solution accepted by the
BrahmI.ns would do equally wellm the case of the Buddhists. They
could SImply deny that Hybrid Sanskrit is a different language and
. ~aintain. that it is essentially identical with classical Sanshit: just
like VedIC. There are some indications that this is indeed the solution
that was chosen by at least some Buddhists. We consider first one of
the surviving Buddhist Sanskrit grammars.
A number of such grammars have come down to us. I
Generally they make no mention of Hybrid Sanskrit. and confine
themselves to describing_the _classical language. The only exception
aPl?ears to be t~e Kaumal·,llala. called after its author Kumiiralata.
ThIS g~ammar IS the first Bu~dhist Sanskrit grammar we know of.
and only some fragments of It. found in Turkestan. have survived.
Fortunately these fragmcnts allow us to observe. with Scharfe
(1977: 162):
_ "~ustas PiJ.1ini has special rules for Vedic forms,
Ku~aralata makes allowances for peculiar forms of the Buddhist
sC~lptures that result~d from their transposition into Sanskrit from
Mldd!e.In~o-Ary~n. dlalects.(e.g. i>havctifor bhavayati, bhe~yatifor
bhavl~yatI and ehslOns of fmal -aIp/-iIp). The name used for these
forms [is] ar~a 'belonging to the !~i-s,' .. ."2
Pi~i~i's grammar uses once (1.1.16) the word anarsa. in the
sense avaldlka 'non-Vedic' according to the interpretation of the

1.
2.

See Scharfe. 1977: 162 ff.
For details. see Liiders. 1930: 686. 693-95. See also Ruegg. 1986: 597.
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" Kiisikii. 1 Kumaralata's use of iir~a suggests therefore that he looked
upon Hybrid Sanskrit as on a par with Vedic. And just as Vedic is
not considered' another language than classical Sanskrit by the
Brahmins, one might think that Kumaralata looked upon Hybrid
Sanskrit as essentially the same language as classical Sanskrit.

Here, however, we have to be circumspect. The J ains, too,
.use the term arsa. to refer to their sacred language, which is ArdhaMigadhi.. But the Jains do not think that Ardha-Magadhi is a form
" of Sanskrit, in their opinion it is the source of Sanskrit. 2 All this we
. have seen. Fo~ the position of the" Buddhists with regard to Hybrid
Sanskrit we need, therefore. further evidence.
Unfortunately none of the other surviving Buddhist" Sanskrit
grammars deal with Hybrid Sanskrit. nor indeed with Vedic. It is
possible that the Ciindl'a Vyiikal'ar-a once had an Adhyiiya dealing
with Vedic forms.3 None of it has however been preserved. so that
it is not possible to see whether these rules were used to explain
Hybrid Sanskrit forms.
There is however a passage in Candrakirti's commentary on
Aryadeva's Catu~satak"a which can throw further light upon our
question. The commentary survives only in Tibetan translation.
which has recently been edited. studied and translated into English
by Tom J.F. Tillemans.
Candrakirti cites. under kiirikii 278 of the Catuhsataka. a
verse which has been preserved in its original form in the
Samiidhiriija.siilJ'a. (9.26) as well as in Candrakirti's own

Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit: The Original Language

Prasannapadii (on Mulamadhyamakakiirika 25.3) where it is cited,
too. The verse reads: 1
nivrttl'l. dhall11apa na asti dh8.1nlii
ye neha3 Bsti na te jiitu asti/
astiti niisti'ti ca kalpanavatiim
evarp carantiina .Qa du~klla siimyati//

This means:
"In extinction dhamlas are without dharmas. Whatever is
inexistent in this [state] does not exist at all. For those who
imagine 'existence' and 'inexistence' and practise accordingly,
suffering will not cease. "4
Note that this verse is not written in classical Sanskrit. In the
Prasannapadii this fact is not so much as hinted at. In his
commentary on the Catu~sataka. on the other hand, Candrakirti
makes two grammatical remarks in this connection. The first one
reads, in translation: 5
"Here (i.e., in the words nivrtti dharmiipa na asti dharma) the
seventh case-ending (Le., of the locative) does not appear [in nivrttll,
in accordance with the sutra: 'for sup, [substitute] su, luk, etc."
The sutra to which Candrakirti refers is, of course, P.S.
7.1.39: SUpiilP sulukpurvasa v8.1"piicclleyii~ii~yiiyiijiilap. This,
however, is a Vedic surra! The preceding rule contains the term
chandasi, and the phenomena described by 39 itself leave no room
for doubt as to their Vedic nature. Candrakirti apparently feels no
1.

1.

P.S. 1.1.16: saIllbuddhau s8iwiY<lSyctiiv anijz·!'c. The KiiSikii explains: ot iti
vartatel saIllbuddhillimifto ya okiira?1 sa siika1yasya iiciiryasya malena
pragrhyas:llijiio bh.1Vati itisilbdc ilniiI'~C avaidikc parat.1?!1 viiyo iti viiyav iti!
bhiino iti bhiinav itiletc.
2. "This is not necessarily true of all Jains. Hemaeandra. who uses the term iir:>a
and describes the language concerned. does not appear to give evidence that
he looked upon this language as the source uf Sanskrit (unless his use of
porapa 'old' in connectio? with this language (IV.287: see Hoernle. 1880:
xviii f.) shows the 0ppOSilC). Cf. Ghosal. 1969.
3 .. See Oberlies. 1989: 2-3.
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3.
4.
5.

In Tibetan (Tillemans, 1990: ll: 8):
mya ngan 'das 1a chos £nIlIl1S chos yod mini
'di na gang med de d.1g gzhar yang medii
yod dang med ces rtog pa dang Idal1 zhingl
de ltar spyod rnams sdl/gs bnga/ zhi mi 'gyur/I
The Prasannapadii has nirvrtti.
This reading agrees with the Prasannapada and with the Tibetan. The
Samadhirajasritra has yeneti niisti. See further Tillemans, 1990: ll: 9 n. 1.
Tr. Tillemans. 1990: I: 117.
Tillemans. 1990: ll: 8: 'die "sup rnams kyi Sl/ lUi mngon par byas so" zhes
bya ba. Ia sogs ba'i mdor byas pa bdun pa mi mngon par byas pa'o. For the
translation. cr. Tillemans. 1990: I: 118,235-36 n. 154.
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hesitation to explain a Hybrid Sanskrit form with a Vedic rule of the

the source of the latter. This is indeed how the ancient VrtLi
understands the line, for it explains: 1

A~!jdhyjyi.

Candrakirti's second grammatical remark on the same quoted
verse confirms this impression. It concerns the singularna asti,
where We would expect na santi. Here Candrakirti notes: 1
"Correctly speaking one would say na santi (Tib. rnams yod min).
. But in accordance with the rule to the effect that 'it should be stated
. that verbal endings (tiIi) are [su bstituted] for [other] verbal endings',
[the verse] says na asti dharma (Tib. chos yod min)." The rule here
invoked can be identified ·as a line from the Mahabhasva on the same
PaQininan siUra 7.1.39. This line reads: tiIiiim ca·tirio bhavantiti
vaktavayam,2 and concerns. again. Vedic forms.
The above passages support the view that at least some
Buddhists held the opinion that Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit was not
really a different language from classical Sanskrit. We must now
consider a passage in Bhal'trhari's VakyapadiY;l which may indicate
the opposite for certain other Buddhists. We have already had an
occasion to refer to verse 1.182 of this text. according to the first
half of which the divine language- i.e., Sanskrit - has been corrupted
by incompetent speakers. The second half of the verse contrasts this
view with another one: 3
"The upholders of impermanence. on the other hand. hold
the opposite view with regard to this doctrine."
The precise meaning of 'upholders of impermanence'
(anityadarsin) is not specified. but it is at least conceivable that
Buddhists are meant: the Buddhists. after all. considered
impermanence one of their key doctrines. and used this very term
anitya to refer to it. The point of view adopted by these upholders of
impermanence is less problematic: they apparently believed that the
so-called 'corrupt language'. rather than deriving from Sanskrit, was

1.

Tillemans, 1990: ll: 10: legs par bslJad pa las ni rnil1ns yod min zhes bya
·bar 'gyur mod kyi "tingiilll ni ting ngor gyur ro zhes bya ba brjod par bya'o"
zhes bya ba'i mlshan nyid las nil chos yod min zhes gsungs so. Cf.
Tillemans. 1990: 1: 118.236 n. 158.
2. Mbh ill p. 256 1. 14.
3. VP 1.182cd: anityadarsiniiln tv asmin viide bllddhivipary.1ya!l.
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"The upholders of impermanence, on the other hand, ... say
that Priliit constitutes the collection of correct words, [because
Prakrta means] 'that which is in the basis (prakrtau bhava). But later
on a' modification has been established which is fixed by men of
impaired understanding, by means of accents and other refinements
(samskara). "
The 'modification' here mentioned, which is characterized by
accents and other refinements. is. of course. Sanskrit.
This passage from the Vrtti contains points of similarity with
Namisadhu's defence of Prakrit studied above. This suggests that the
Vrtti refers here to Jains rather than to Buddhists. Does this indicate
th~t also the Viikyapadiya refers here to Jains. and not to Buddhists?
Here several points have to be considered. First of all. it is
more than likely that the author of the Vrlli is different from the
author of the verses explained in it. 2 Equally important is the fact
that the Vakyapadiya never uses the word Pl'akrta to refer to_a
language different from Sanskrit. Bhartrhari does mention the. term
in this sense in his commentary on the Mahabha~ya, but there In the
context of 'some' who hold that Prakrit words are eternal) The
'some' here referred to can hardly be the 'upholders of
impermanence'.4 Add to this that all the three passages considered
from the Mahabha~ya.dipika. from the Vrtti and from N amisadhu's
commentary mention the same grammatical explanation (pl'akrta =
pra.krtali bhava) and it is tempting to conclude that these three
1.

2.

3.

4.

VItti on VP 1.182 [146], ed. lyer p. 234: anityaviidinas Ill ... prak[lau
bhavillil priikrtam siidhiiniim $,lbdiiniiI!l samiiham iicak~ate/ vikiiras tu pilSciid
vyavasthapiiap: yalJ saI!lbhinnabllddhibhiP puru~ailJ svaras;u!lskiiriidibhir
, .
nirniyate ili//
C( BIonkhorst. 1988; and Jan E.M. Houben's forthcoming article on this
subject.
Mahiibhiisyadipikii.Ahnika 1 p. 16 1. 28-29: kecid evaln manyante/ ya
cvaitc praiqtap sabdiip ta evaite nityiip/ praJqtall bhaviilJ priilqtiilJ/
.
Note however that elsewhere in the same commentary (p. 23 1. 24)
Bhartrhari ascribes a concept of eternality to the 'upholders of
momentariness: ... k~:J!lik.1vadiniim avicchcdella Pr.1Vfttir yii sii nityatii.
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entertained the claim that their sacred language was the source of
Sanskrit.

passages. unlike Vikyapadiya 1. 182cd. refer to the same current of
thought. probably Jainism.
It seems. then, at least possible to maintain that Vikyapadiya
1. 182cd refers to Buddhists who held that their sacred texts were
composed i~ a language which. though appearing corrupt to
orthodox Brahmins. represen~s in reality the origin of Sanskrit.
.Since we have no reason to believe that Bharl:fhari was acquainted
with the Pili tradition and with its belief that this language was
identical ·with Migadhi. the original language. we are led to the
conclusion that he may here refer to Buddhists who believed that
. some kind of Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit was the original language.
which formed the basis of other languages. including Sanskrit. 1
. The preceding considerations have made clear that the
.. different religious currents of classical India which we have
considered all shared the belief that their sacred texts were composed
in the earliest language. the source of all other languages. In the case
of Theravada Buddhism and Jainism. this position was fairly
straightforward. Their sacred languages. Migadhi (Le. Pili) and
Ardha-Migadhi respectively. were the source of all other languages.
including Sanskrit. The position of the Vedic Brahmins was slightly
more complicated. for the differences between Vedic and classical
Sanskrit are considerable. But neither of these two was claimed to be
the source of the other. Rather. Vedic and classical Sanskrit were
maintained to constitute together one single language which. of
course. was the language of the gods. the eternal language. It
appears that at least some of those Buddhists who preserved sacred
texts in Hybrid Sanskrit took essentially the same position as the
Brahmins. They looked upon the language of their sacred texts as
fundamentally identical with classical Sanskrit. They even used
Vedic rules of Pi1)ini to account for some of the special features of
Hybrid Sanskrit. One line in Bharl!hari's Vikyapadiya, on the other
hand. suggests that perhaps some of these Buddhists. too.

1. .HinUber (1988: 17-18; 1989) draws attention to the fact that some kinds of
Buddhist Sanskrit remain faithful to Middle-Indic. whereas others manifest
the desire to adjust to correct Sanskrit. It is of course not impossible that
these ~wo tendencies were accompanied. or even inspired. by different views
regarding the original language. See HinUber's (1989: 349) remarks about
Asvagho~a's ideas concerning the language of the Buddha.
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Comments
,K./y. Mishl'a
Thanking Yen. N. Samten, who kindly consented earlier to
read out the paper in absentia. I request the scholars to present their
responses on this paper by Prof. Bronkhorst
S.K. Pathak
'
, ',' I think this paper has given a new dimension to our
, discussion. The learned author has endeavoured to press before us
two important points. Outlook of each and every religion to accept
',. certain way of. presentation or communication. belong to each
religious society, that is one point. In the second part he has dealt the
thing very interestingly with reference to Viikyapadiya and other
comment~. How these things have been taken into consideration in
respect of the language used by the Buddhists who do not claim
themselves that this is the only language in which the Buddha's
teachings can be declared? These are two points he has given. I think
firsf point requires no much discussion that is a genera~ tend<:,ncy.
Christiaris say that Hebrew and Jains say that Al'dhamagadhl and
Buddhists say that Miigadlli is the original language of the teachings
of the Lord. But the second part of the discussion. I think, is very
interesting. I just want to be aquainted with the point he _has raised.
There is a passage in Candrakirti's commentary on Aryadeva's
Catuhbtaka, which can throw further light on our question. The
commentary survives only in Tibetan translation. which has recently
been edited and studied and translated into English by Tom-J.F.
Candrakirti cites under the kiirika no 278. of the Catu~sataka which
is preserved in original form in ~amiidhiriijasjjtl'a as w~ll a.s in the
'Candrakirti's own Pusannapada commentary. There IS cIted the
verse-

,nivrttidharmana na asti dllarmah
ye "neha as'ti na te jatu
asti I
astiti-niistiti
ea
kalpan ava tam
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In this bha~ya he has given his exposition in this way. Whatever is
in existence, is the state that does not exist at all. For those who
imagine existence and inexistence and practice accordingly suffering
will not go to extinction. Afterwards he has discussed these things.
Let other scholars come forward and I will only give the conclusion
that we can have better discussion on the topic. Preceeding
considetations have made it clear that different religions of the
classical India which we have considered or share the belief that
their sacred texts composed in the earliest language is the source of
all other languages. In the case of the Theravada Buddhism and
Jainism, position is fairly straight forward. The sacred language Pali,
Migadhi and Ardhamagadhi have respectively the source of other
languages including Sanskrit. Position of the Vedic Brahmins was
likely more complicated for differences between the Vedic and
classical Sanskrit are considerable. But neither of these two was
claimed to be the source -of the other rather the Vedic and classical
Sanskrit were maintained to constitute together one single language
on which, ofcourse, was the language of the god's internal language.
It appears that atleast some of those Buddhists who preserved the
sacred texts in a Hybrid Sanskrit. took essentially the same position
as the Brahmins. Please note this sentence. It appears that atleast
some of those Buddhists who preserved sacred texts in Hybrid
Sanskrit took essentially the same position as the Brahmins. They
looked upon the language of he sacred texts as fundamentally
identical with the classical Sanskrit. And they even used the Vedic
rules of Pi.l)ini to account for some special features of Hybrid
Sanskrit. Bhartrhari in the Vakyapadiya suggests some of those
Buddhists to entertain the claim that their sacred language was the
source of Sanskrit. This is the point.

Alex Wayman
Well. the thing is for Bronkhorst. I met him. I know more
about him. But you know if you want to compare the way he does.,
the trouble is. you have to put these different systems in a more
comprehensive way than he preferred. because the individual
systems would go the wrong way without him if you try to talk

*

Samidhirija siitn/ 9.26 quoted in the I'ras:mmlp.ldi on MMK 25.3.
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about every thing in one paper. Jainism. Veda. Buddhist texts. You
have to admit it is a good write up. While speaking of all these
things when he says for example in his conclusion. "it seems. then.
. atleast possible to mainain that. ......... the origin of Sanskrit". In other
words there were· one or two who wrote in Sanskrit because there
. was some valu,e in it. That is very true but whatdoes it mean? What
..' is the use o(saying so? In other wo~ds. I fe~ that the tw~ statements
in his article are some sort of thmgs that every body agrees on
anyway. and there is the other speculative which is going its own
way. That is what I want to say to Bronkhorst.
'B. Oguibenine

. . I would like to say that this paper is interesting in so far as it
seems to point out that since Buddhists uSe Sanskrit preserved in
their texts in. Buddhist Sanskrit. It seems to imply that they
'.. composed the.ir text directly in the variety of Sanskrit. This may be
confirmed. This is. the major point which I collected from
Bronkhorst's paper. Now the other question. One point seems to be
most important and I do~'t know. exactly the .answer. S.ince he says
rightly that some Blid.dhlst HybrId. or BuddhIst_ S~nskrit usages are
explained by SanskrIt s~holars like .CandrakIrtl. by reference to
Pi!1 ini • they always conSIder that theIr language IS to be analyse.d
according to Panini. At the same time they looked upon theIr.
Sanskrit as superior as the Vedic. It is little bit contradictory so far
as Vedic Sanskrit does not concern with Pil)ini~s rules. And the next
important point is, I think. the grammarians at that time had a certain
prestige, and it was not quite natural to refer to .Piil)i~i, because it
evinced prestige. This does not prove much that the desIre to refer to
Pil)ini is exactly reflecting the nature of language.

K. Bbattacarya
.

First I have to congratulate Bronkhorst. in his absence. of
, course. for bringing together all these valuable materials. some of
which are well known and othets not well known. I am to say much
about the title. The title seems to me to be a little misleading. So.
whe.n I started reading the paper yesterday. I thought that I was
going to get something very sensational. that is. he was going to
reveal to us that the Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit is the original
language. But the matter is e.~tirely ~iffer<:nt. T~is is a minor
question. I think that he can modify the tltle a little bIt. I come to the
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same point as the one asked by Prof. Pathak. It has been mentioned
by Prof. Oguibenine also. I was wondering. I don't know the
context, he refers to the very recent study which I have not read. I
don't know the context. Bronkhorst may be right. I may be wrong.
But I am saying what I feel this moment about this. Now. first of all
Candrakirti. as far as I know. was of a very scientific mind among
all the commentators on Nagiirjuna. He is the only one to point out
the grammatical background of Nigiirjunian thought. And "prathame hi vidvalpso vaiyiikara{Jap. vyiikara{Ja-miilatvat sarvavidyanam."·
It had not been still said in this form. But Candrakirti was aware of
t1tis. In this context it is quite natural that Candrakirti tried to justify
the forms by referring to Piil)ini. He had read entire Piil)ini, he had
read the Vedic sutl·as whether or not they were read by the
Buddhists in general. whether Candragomin had commented upon
them or not. is a different matter. At least. so far as Candrakirti is
concerned. he was well versed in Panini. As far as I know, in his
Prasannapada, he has never tried to explain grammatically. This is a
canonical quotation. There are so many quotations from the
Samadhirajasutra in the Prasannapada. as far as I know, he did not
explain them grammatically. Here is an instance where he did that. I
am rather reluctant to draw the conclusion that Bronkhorst draws. I
was forgetting something in this connection. I was talking about his
scientific mind. Now so far as the Catuhsataka itself is concerned. I
would mention just one thing to show' his scientific mind. I don't
have the passage here. I think it is in the tenth chapter of the
Catupsataka. A!yadeva just denies motion while denying Atma,
denies that if Alma were eternal. and omnipresent. Sarvan or
Sasvata. welt it could have no motion at all. la'iyavan ~asvaSto nasti,
nasti sal"vagate kl'iya" . It is a very simple thing and I don't think that
Aryadeva had any grammatical idea in mind. But in explaining that
Candrakirti brings in a very complicated grammatical theory which
started from Katyayana. but developed precisely in his own time.
We find that in linendrabodhi. That is he refers to the distinction. It
is not clear in Vidhushekhara Sistri's reconstruction. The idea is
there. I could get that from what he says. but I don't think that the
Sanskrit terms that have been used in place of the Tibetan are quite
adequate. This is a very technical point. Candrakirti has to explain
*

Vftti on kiirikii 13 of the lsI chapter of the Dhvanyiiloka p.26 of
K. Krishnamoorthy's edition. Dharwar. 1974,
This verse of the Calu!Jsa/;lk,1 (10.17) is quoted in the Prasannapada of
MMK 2.5ab
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'. why there should not be any motion? An eternal entity of
· omnipresent entity. refers to the four kinds of the Dhiitu. well
.... known in the Pitlinian tradition. kartr-prakriyii. kartr-bhiivaka,
karma-prakriyii, karmatva-.bhiivaka. Now this was the procedure that
· C~drakirti was following. So. I am not quite surprised, Perhaps he
, ad:opted diffe~nt methods in his commentary in Catupsataka, a little
·. bit different from the one .he followed in PJ:asannapadii. Of course in
the Prasannapadii, so far as Nigirjuna is concerned, he explains
Nigirjuna in the. light of Bhartrhari. Now I think he is right.
Nigirjuna was not aware of Bharlfhari. Bharlfhari just developed he
idea of Patai'ijali. It is quite' understandable that while Nigirjuna was
, 'basing himself upon Patai'ijali. Caridrakirti coming after Bharlfhari.
. waS just citing Bharlfhari. Here, so far as,. the reference of the Vedic
siiua is concerned. he felt that he should explain those things
· grammatically. There was no choice here, because it was only the
". Vedic siitras which could explain that. Now. we may confine
ourselves to' the conclusion or go a bit further. Given by the
scientific mind of Candrakirti, I am rather inclined to think that he
was conscious of certain similarities between Vedic Sanskrit and
Buddhist Sanskrit as some of us have been calling in the Hybrid
Sanskrit and which I call simply Buddhist Sanskrit. Perhaps he was
aware, he was conscious of these similarities. so he quotes the Vedic
sii(ra. just to explain that. That does not necessarily mean to me that
he was just treating Buddhist Sanskrit as something other than the
Vedic Sanskrit. It is just his proceeding as a linguist. as a
grammarian here. Either of these. he had no choice. If he had to
· explain these things he had no choice. but to refer to the Vedic siitras
of Pi\1ini. And on the other hand. perhaps he was just conscious.
~ware of certain similarity between Vedic Sanskrit and Buddhist
Sanskrit That is all.
G.C. Pande
I mainly want to raise some questions for you to discuss in
your own. I would like the audience to comment. It seems to me that
the paper raises two different questions. One is the question of
original language. which is a philosophical question. not historical
one .. The other is a historical question about the language of
Buddhist scriptures. Throughout the paper. there seems to be a
. literary interpretation of different views.
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T~ere are scholars who distinguish their goal from the
sound. It IS not the sound which is determined, that something has
b~en expres.sed. in the souJ?d. It is an ideal form that they had in
mlOd, comblOatlon of the different feelings. A language may be an
ideal concept. It seems the Vedic language, as a spoken language,
has the perpetual existence. Buddhists believe in the sayings the
Ve.din!ins believe in the sayings, yet there is no similarity at aU: My
POlOt IS the paper begins with the discussion with the idea that
Bud~hists like others bel~eve in original language. and then goes on
to diSCUSS the explanatIOns offered by Candrakirti and others
deserving the unique usages. Now how do we take these tw~
different levels which are very widely separated. That is my
question, I would like you to comment on, if you feel so.

L.N. Tiwari
As the author of this paper is not present, it is very difficult
to raise qu~stions or criti:ism ?r observations on this paper. But it
seems that It has been WrItten 10 a haphazard way. FOT instance he
says =~he example is. the s~me as the one given by Pataiijali. but
Kumarda adds a dImenSion which we do not find in the
Mahiibhii~ya". That is a totally incorrect statement. The author of the
Mahab~ii~ya has cited the example of go itself and gives certain
a~errat1ons o~.th~ . word ~o. So. ho~ he says that the exposition
given by Pat~Jah IS not like that as It has been given by Kumirila.
Then he mentIoned at the same page that Kumirila takes this in
referen:e t<;' the language ~f th_e mlecchas. In the very begining of the
PaspaSiihnika of the MahaMJa~ya, where aims and objectives of the
study of grammar is explained. He says na mlecchitavai. That means
that one should not speak as the mlecchas speak. therefore. one
should stu_d~ grammar. Thus the intentions of the Mahibhi~yakira
and KumarIla. are the same. Both are misrepresented here. The
author .brings ~orth the ide~ that Vedic language is also Hybrid
Sanskr~t. That IS very peculIar.. He says that like Buddhist Hybrid
S_anskrIt, also stands the SanskrIt. Both are Hybrid because both are
Ar~a. A new trend ~ad started to call Vedic language as a Hybrid
language. Look at hIS statement when he writes. "The situation of
the Vedic Brahmins was in many respects parallel to that of those
Buddh~st~ wh? used S.anskrit but preserved sacred texts in "Hybrid
Sanskrit. It IS a typical statement. Thereafter he says 'Pi~ini's
grammar uses once (I. I. 16) the word anarse, in the sense of
avaidika 'non-vedic according to the inte~retaiion of the Ka-sika".
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. " Anirsa means avaidika no doubt, but avaidika in the sense different
'. from ~ the language of the Vedas. That is the meaning here. As he
· uses bbisi, as he uses Jaukika and for Vedic language PiJ)ini uses
· mantra p'inini uses Cbandas, Pinini uses Veda. So far the language
.' of the .common people the grammar of which he was writing, he
.. uses anirsa and does not uses anarsa in this very sense that language
.:' was not spoken by ~is. Whiie speatdng a~out this Hybrid B~ddhist
· :-Sanskrit, he says tha~ both are anar~a. The Vedic language IS Ar~a
· and Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit is also ar~a? So they are equally at par
;" with. That is not the thing, which is said in this paper. How can we
:: adopt this idea? That is the difficulty. We call the uses which are
" aberrations which are not in conformity with the Pal)inian ru~es used
in the Puripas and Mahabharata or in other Alokas of Jyotl~dasra
· Simudrikdistra in Alokas like yasundari sa patina etc. The word
· patina is called ar~a prayoga. So~ such ages are called ir~a. which are
oldest than panini. which we should not judge from the rules of
Panloi and here he says that every aberration in the type of the
lan'guage used by Buddhists is ar~a. these are the things and other
. philosophical things to be discussed in detail.
.
Alex Wayman

.
I may. in agreement. say that this kind of argument is like
saying that the Asoka Hotel is Jewish. You know that they named
this hotel A§oka. And we can use the same when we are using the
word- irsa. It would make this hotel Atri, that is what he has done.
What I s~d last night, also I realise. I should mention here, that he
tried to cover too many subjects in one paper. If you can ta1k about
.Klimiralita. why don't you study Kumiralata, why not a paper on
Kumiralita. If you could talk about Jainas, then study the Jainas.
write. a paper on the Jainas.lf you are talking about ~e Hebru then
study what they do and write a paper on them. OtherwIse everybody
would be dissatisfied. Why could say about Vedic, why could'nt
you say about Kumaralata? Nobody is satisfied because he tried to
cover everything in one paper.
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w~uld bring some issues on these contexts. The first issue is about
that cullavagga quotation which is the most important one about
what was Buddhas attitude towards the language. And he says
"sakiya niruttiyi Buddha-vacana..tp parayapaniturp" and main thing
is that he not only says that but it has apatti-dukkata etc. This is
peculiar in that context also that Buddhavacana..tp dii~ayanti. (That
they are misprououncing.) This complaint of the Brahmins had come
and inspite of that Buddha was very clear in saying sakayaniruttiyi.
It is quite different that Buddhagosa presents differently. But that is
the gap of one thousand years. In that contexts. I think it is
impossible that Buddhists will have any accessive estimation of
sacredness to anyone language. Now number two. It is absolutely
in the tradition anp the whole Buddhists doctrinal and ethical stand,
that Buddhists will not attach importance to one language or
sacredness of it. because they found that with Brahmins. Here it was
unconventional when the Bodhisattva bhiimi clearly says that
"prikrtayipi bhi~ayi", when it is arthapratisara.pa.rp na.-vyaiijanapratUaraparp. I think these are quite clear even doctrinally and
ethically which emphasise on the purification of mind. It is
impossible to think that Buddhists or the Buddha attached
importance to a particular language.

N. Samten

In the absence of the author of the paper. may I request the
august gathering of the scholars if anyone may make some
clarification or give some information regarding Kumaralita's
vyiikarapa. which the author has mentioned here. This is the first
Buddhist grammar which shows rules on certain words or forms
which are not used in other Sanskrit texts. I, therefore. want to know
that, whether this grammar is deviating from the two basic traditions
of Sanskrit grammer. i.e. Mihesvara and Aindra traditions or it is
written by a Buddhist scholar on Sanskrit in general. On which
points it gives rules and formulas whether on verbs and forms
which are peculiar and used in' the Buddhist texts?

N.H.' Samtani

S. Dietz

.
I think consensus here is not much appreciative of the
jumbling of facts. Last conclusion is even very much dissatisfying
when he said that Buddhist "look upon the language of their sacred
texts as fundamentally indentical with classical Sanskrit ". Now I

Very few fragments are available of this grammar of
Kumaralita which were edited by Heinrich LUders (1 930)under the
title Kitantra and Kumru"a.lita. and as far as I know. it was reprinted
again in 1940 by Waldschmidt of G6ttingen. This is the only thing I
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know about it. But I can enquire in Germany if there is something
else; Ciindravrtti was edited in fragments by Peter Schlingloff in the
series of Berlin Academy.

;" .

O.C. Pande

.

.. The first paper convincingly argued that the language of
AIyaBiira is pro~classical Sanskrit and the reasons for thinking of
hybridism in its case are tmclaimable. It has also commented on the
aspects of the style of Aryasura. The second paper, was somewhat
similar"commenting on the ancient stylistic feature of Avadanakalpalatii of K~emendra. The third paper. we have just discussed, wide
ranging paper which, similarly seems to suggest or consider the
possibility of original Buddhist language which the Buddhists
.. .. regarded as the original language of the whole universe. That idea
has been at p~r with similar ideas in other religious traditions.
Therefore, in some.sense, different philosophical issues connected
with the language are wide ranging in the sense that different
languages are different symbolic stystems. Then they translate the
ability and suggest that they say transformation. a sort of
transformation of views which means that logically all the languages
8:fe united. See the concept of the speech about the Giiyatri
Madhyal1lii is the speech available to the mind from which this
spoken speech has its origin. Where logical articulate issues exist, .
differences are these. objects are distinguished. So is the case of
their sign. but they are all different as these spoken words. Though
they can correspond between them in the way, I think, of the object
and the word which are used. Resources of correspondence are
. unique. And even there in the level of logical thought. there is some
kind of import if understanding the distinction between the mind and
its object is also lost. There is an undifferentiated conciousness. I
mean not that they derive the objects but objective conciousness.
Now in this sense. this has been argued by many different
schools. Infact the Buddhist schools believe that after the
enlightenment the Buddha had the tii~pi.rpbhiiva.

.
In Vedinta too. the Upani~ads themselves declare the truth
Of human mind, they are in speech and thought both. They are all
placed by Vedinta in the Vijiiana.. even including the Vedas
themselves. All schools identify the words of the scriptures with the
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words of truth. Every religious tradition has been contested by their
people. R~ligious. truth belongs to the realm of realization which
exceeds not only talking about speech, but also the logical particular
thoughts. There is a question in the Gorak~asiddhiintasa.rigraha
enquiring about Vedas. It is a kind of knowledge realised in the
Ajiiiicakra wherever it is.
I am only trying to say that the question of the original
language of Buddhism has two kinds of levels. One is on the larger
level, where I should not be confused with questions of the history
of the language. The other thing is as far as the linguistic historical
point of view is concerned. I am afraid that, there seems to be
different points of view that the spoken language in the days of
Buddha was constituted different from the tradition of Sanskrit. It's
influence on 'later Sanskrit also makes it different from classical
Sanskrit. This idea has not been unfortunately critically examined.
The evidence of believing that there was a different language than
the current Sanskrit of that time. Ofcourse. Sanskrit like any other
language. was damaged in different ways. But that there was a
language other than Sanskrit in structure, grammar and so on, at the
time of the Buddha. This is probably re-established. What is called
Miigadhi or Pili is possibly the spoken dialect. Asoka himself uses
the language throughout his vast empire from east to west & north to
south, Kandhira to Mysore.

